
 

The Command Conquer series is a highly popular series of video games developed by Westwood Studios. Red Alert 2 is the
second installment in the Red Alert sub-series and was released for Microsoft Windows on October 27, 2000. The game has
been acclaimed for its faithful recreation of classic World War II military units, as well as for its darker storyline that takes a
tongue-in-cheek look at what would happen if the Soviet Union turned its war machine against the world. The player must
defeat the Soviets in two separate campaigns: one in which the Soviets launch a full-on assault on the Western world and another
in which the Soviet invasion of Europe is repelled. The game also includes a multiplayer component that allows players to
compete over a LAN or on GameSpy. Red Alert 2 was critically acclaimed and is often regarded as one of the best real-time
strategy games of all time. It has won numerous awards, including "Real-Time Strategy Game of the Year" from multiple
outlets, including PC Gamer and IGN . It was followed by an expansion pack, called Yuri's Revenge , which was released one
year later on October 25, 2001. Red Alert 2 was ported to iOS and Android on December 30, 2011 and released for Windows
Phone on September 9, 2013. "Command Conquer: Red Alert 2" is a real-time strategy game that features the Command &
Conquer franchise's trademark real-time combat system where players must use their units to defeat the enemy's defenses and
destroy their structures, as well as economic structures such as production facilities and command centers. The player chooses
from one of five factions: the Allies (United States), the Soviet Union (Russia), Imperial Japan (Japan), Nazi Germany
(Germany) or a group of resistance fighters called the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS). Each faction has a unique
set of units, structures, research tree and abilities. Research points are generated by building support facilities. Research is also
generated by performing various actions such as capturing enemy buildings, killing the enemy or defending your own buildings.
Campaigns tell the story of how each faction struggles for control over the rest of the world during World War II. Command
Points (CP) are used to purchase units and buildings at a base or gained through killing enemies and capturing their buildings.
The player's objective varies depending on their current campaign: race for control of Europe and crush all opposition; invade
Russia and take it over; seize control of Japan and defend Korea against an onslaught from the United States; or win back China
from communism. Players control one of five unique factions during World War II. Each faction has both ground and naval
units. The player also controls electronic warfare units, such as anti-aircraft batteries which can fire at enemy aircraft or rocket
launchers. The game features "Global Conquest" where the player must conquer the entire world, controlling all countries or
neutral territories on the map to win the game. Players are rewarded for achieving this objective by unlocking special
achievements that are displayed at the end of single-player campaigns. Free updates were released for Red Alert 2 after it was
released, including four expansions: Secret Weapons Over Europe, Yuri's Revenge , Retaliation and Aftermath .
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